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The Purpose of Stories
Many cultures around the world
have their own stories. If you were
a Native American living long ago,
you would have learned many things
through stories told by an adult in
your group.

Native
American
storytellers tell
where thunder and
lightning come from.
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Hopi kachina dancers teach
about the Hopi’s history at big
ceremonies.

Native Americans did not write
down these stories. They were
told out loud. The stories often
told how things in nature came to
be. They also taught lessons about
life. There are many different Native
American groups. Each group has its
own stories that are passed from the
older members to the younger ones.

Kachina dancers give wooden
kachina dolls to children to help
them learn.
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Stories That Teach How to Live
Many Native American stories teach lessons about
the work people should do. These stories helped
people make good choices and showed what would
happen if they made bad choices. The Algonquins tell a
story about a lazy rabbit. At the beginning of the story,
a rabbit is quite happy doing nothing. By the end, the
rabbit learns that being busy is better.
The rabbit in the Algonquin
story is named Ableegumooch.

This Native
American basket
has a rabbit on it.
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Hiawatha

Native American stories also tell of great heroes that
the people respected. One of the most famous heroes
was Hiawatha. Five nations of Native Americans were
fighting and not working together. Hiawatha held a
meeting with the leaders of each nation. He convinced
the leaders to work together as one group. As a
result of working together, the five nations became
very powerful. Hiawatha was chosen the leader of
the whole group.

Hiawatha was a peacemaker for the Iroquois nation.
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Think About It
Why are many Native American
stories about things found in
nature?
Why are stories a good way to teach
lessons?
Which Native American story in the
book do you like most? Why?
How can you use the Table
of Contents to help you find
information in this book?
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Social Studies
Culture: How Folklore
Reflects America’s Culture
The many different groups of Native
Americans have passed on their beliefs
and customs through their stories.
What are some of these stories about,
and what is their meaning?
Power Pair
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